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Gasoline Lead Problem Discussed

Totem Returns; Needs Material

Appearances to the contrary, these gentlemen do not want to relieve you of your
money or your life; they just wnat you to drive a cleaner car. -photo by Fish

received information from different
parts of the body. For example, the
left hand could not recognize an
object that had been felt by the
right hand only moments before.
This was because the hands were
conhected to different hemispheres
of the brain and the information
about the object could not be
transmitted between them.

In normal life this was almost
unnoticeable. Since both eyes focus
on one object,. information about it
went to both hemispheres of the
brain, and primitive uncrossed sen
sory and motor systems were
developed to send information to
both hemispheres.

It's how you think!
Professor Sperry's research shows

that the left hemisphere calls the
shots. It is much superior to the
right hemisphere in verbal abilities
and forces its control over the
body. The right hemisphere, on the
other hand, is "mute, illiterate, and
passive." Its processes are basically
obscure, but it is superior to the
left hemisphere in special relation
ships.

The results of these studies show
the hemispheres evaluate infor
mation in different ways, so that
they compliment each other in a
normal brain. But this is just a
beginning; much remains to be
found about the functions of the
human brain--nature's most com
plex creation.

********

Candidates
Statements

Next Monday night at 8:30,
Caltech Trustee Henry Dreyfuss will
speak at Beckman Auditorium on
"Signs of the Times: Symbols--A
Universal Language."

Statements by all candidates for
ASCtT offices [except for tHC chair
man, for which we received no state
ment] appear on pages five, six,
seven, and eight of this week's issue.

Also, this is the fiftieth issue
of The California Tech published
by phoro offset. For a retrospective,
see page ten.

Its All in Your Mind
by Peter Beckman

In some cases the right hand
truly does not know what the left
hand is doing said Professor Roger
Sperry Monday night at Beckman
Auditorium. Speaking on "Mental
Specialization in the Cerebral Hemi
spheres of Man," Professor Sperry
explained the results of his experi
ments on persons who had had the
hemispheres of their brains surgi
cally separated so that they had, in
effect, two separate minds.

These operations were carried
out only on persons suffering from
very severe epileptic seizures that
could not be controlled by other
means. The corpus colosum, which
connects the right aild left hemi
spheres of the brain with nerve
bands, was sectioned so that "cross
talk" or information movement
between the lobes was stopped.

It's not what you think ...
The most amazing result of this

operation was the lack of effects.
The patients functioned almost
completely normally afterwards, but
tests showed a number of impair
ments.

Basically it was as if the patient
had two brains functioning separ
ately and independently. They had
separate memories, sensations, and

secretaries, Nobel Laureates, even
seniors.

The magazine was brought back
to life because it was felt that
there was a need for something like
it, that some people here must
occasionally write something other
people should be able to read.
Lack of response will probably
send Totem back into obscurity,
this time perhaps permanently.

-So if you have any material,
bring it by the Tech office (and
mark it "Totem" so it doesn't
accidentally wind up on the first
page of the next newspaper), give
it to me, or leave it in the M box
at Ruddock.

Subscription sheets will be ap
pearing in the houses shortly.

Beckman on Beckman

Visiting Theologians

by Philip Massey
Caltech's creative writing (and

assorted other things) magazine,
The Totem, has returned to this
plane of existence after a rather
extended leave of absense.

However, what might be desired
as the weak link in the odd chain
of events that led to Totem's
resurrection is a noted lack of
material. The Totem will be a
collection of assorted creative
things: poetry, free verse, short
stories, pictures, drawings. Anyone
vaguely connected with the Insti
tute can submit stuff. This includes
undergrads, grads, faculty members,

1970 race, that internal combustion
engines powered by some fuel other
than gasoline are probably the only
low emission engines that are
practical in the short run. The
results of the race provide impres
sive confirmation: the only cars that
finished the race, took the final set
of tests, and had emissions lower
than the 1975 federal standards
were some of the cars powered by

Continued on Page Four

Creative Writing

by Malcolm Handte
Who were all those people that

were looking at a flood-lit white
Hornet on the sidewalk west of
Millikan at ten o'clock last Tuesday
evening? They were the people who
went to the Clean Air Car Confer
ence that you missed. Too bad for
you. (The Hornet, of course, was
Tech's' very own, natural gas
powered, clean air car).

The conference, which managed
to be interesting, informative, and
entertaining all at the same time,
featured talks by four members of
the Caltech community. Two facul
ty members, Mahlon Easterling,
Visiting Professor of Applied Sci·
ence, and Lester Lees, Professor of
Environmental Engineering and
Aeronautics and Director of the
Environmental Quality Lab (EQL),
spoke on some of the general
problems involved in the control of
automotive air pollution.

Graduate students Micheal Line
berry, captain of the 1970 Caltech
Clean Air Car Race team (to which
Easterling was faculty advisor), and
Wally Rippel, winner of the 1968
Caltech-MIT electric car race, each
spoke enthusiastically of their own
particular solutions.' (Lineberry's
team converted and raced the
Hornet).

Dr. Easterling's talk centered on
the conclusion, drawn from the

For cleaner engines...use propane.

Clean Car Conference

Lee Browne to Teach
Educational Issues Course

A brand new 1971 model
philosophy course, Educational
Issues and Problems, will be offered
next term by Lee Browne. Special
emphasis will be given to the
changes that will be necessary to
handle the continuing growth and
restructuring of public schools. The
topics to be discussed will include
innovative curricula, integration and
the minority student, student
teacher relations, political and finan
cial control of the public schools,
and school administration and stu
dent rights. Guest speakers from the
fields of education and psychology
will also be included in the course.

Society and Chemistry

Hillel Will Eat It
and Serve It. Too!

This Tuesday, at noon, at
Dabney Gardens, members of the
Hillel Club will meet over lunch to
discuss issues important to all of us.
Such issues will include the UJWF
campaign and the upcoming Second
Annual Hillel Club Passover Seder.
Help is desperately needed for the
planning and execution of both
events. Please attend the luncheon
session Tuesday--(you need merely
order a boxed lunch Monday and
pick it up just before the meeting).

Dr. Lee Dubridge, former Scien
tific Advisor to President Nixon will
present his "Reflections on Science
and Politics," next Wednesday,
March 3, to the Chemistry and
Society Seminar in 22 Gates. All
Techers are encouraged to attend.

News Briefs
Dubridge to Reflect

On Science, Politics

Two Course
In Merge Mode

Alienation and Modern Man, and
Existentialism and Modern Man (cur
rently History 161 and Philosophy 3)
will become a single course next term
under the instruction of Professors
R. Hetz and R. A. Rosenstone.

Featuring readings of Marx, Laing
Marcuse, Rozak, and Freud, among
others, the course will study the his
tory and philosophy of existentialism
in the modern world. It counts as a
humanities credit.

by John Fisher
Last week's topic in the Society

and Chemistry Seminar series was
"The Problem of Lead in Gasolin·e."
Speaking was Dr. Morton Z.
Fainman, Chairman of the Southern
California Chapter of the American
Chemical Society.

The presence of lead in gasoline
poses many serious potential health
hazards. says Dr. Fainman. An
increase in the level of lead in the
environment, such as is being caused
by lead from auto emissions, will
seriously affect sensitive individuals,
and also make more people sensitive
to it by its very presence in
substantial quantities. Lead has
adverse effects on metabolism,
attacking red blood cells and
affecting certain chemicals in the
body. Lead can also, strange as it
seems, have an effect on fertility 
(maybe that's "'the answer to our

population problem).
_Despite these obvious objections

to its presence, Dr. Fainman feels it
would be unwise to mount on a
crash program to remove the lead
from automobile fuel, as other
factors may be involved which we
know nothing about. As an exam
ple, he points to the fiasco of
earlier this decade in which
attempts were made to reduce the
hydrocarbons in auto exhaust,
which resulted in an increase in the
level of. nitrous oxides emitted.
Such foolhardy, if enthusiastic,
programs to improve our environ
ment can be costly and may result
in more damage than they prevent.

Lead has existed in automobile
fuel since about WWI, when tetra
ethyl lead complexes were added to
gasoline to improve performance
and boost octane ratings. To go to
low lead, high octane fuels would

mean that highly-aromatic com
pounds would be inclUded in
gasoline, leading to more photo
chemical pollution and a greater
carcinogen potential. Also, lead
oxide and sulfate form deposits in
the exhaust systems of cars (look
around your tailpipe sometime), and
removal of lead would mean no
fixation of these compounds, and
greater SOz emissions (ugh!).

It is also unclear as to how much
actual pollution comes from the
exhaust, and how much from other
sources, such as evaporation of fuel
in the tank. The emission levels of
cars in the laboratory running on
dynamometers has been measured,
hut no one has ever taken a car,
isolated it, and measured eve,'ything
tha t goes in and out of the room as
the engine runs. We are sadly
lacking in real, quantative data of

Continued on Page Three

Wayne Grudem, one of the visiting theologians invited to the campus as part of a
Caltech Y program, talks to students in Winnett Lounge. -photo by Fish
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Got a Red, Black, and RoJ-al hangfMli

Bartenders Demand Justice

ASCIT MOVIES:

HOW'I WON
THE WAR

+ GOOD CARTOONS
FRIDAY, at 7:30 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.

22 GATES
Admission 50ce

NEXT WEEK:

HORROR MOVIES ----_._-----

Subscriptions $1.50 per term
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letter, the completed form and any
material submitted to the draft
board. When you receive the form,
complete and return it within the
period of time stated on the first
page. The form asks primarily about
financial hardship, asking about
your income and expenses and
possible support from other relatives
or your wife. Do not lie on the
form but paint as bleak a picture as
possible. Remember that other
relatives have obligations of their
own, so they may be unwilling to
ta!<e over the support you are giving
to your dependent. The form also
provides a space for you and your
dependent to make a statement. Be
sure to complete such statements.

Form 118
If you claim a hardship defer·

ment only because you provide
either essential services or emotional
support to your dependent you
should, nevertheless, return form
118 although you may leave the
financial questions blank. In the
space where you can make a
statement, remind the board that
you are not claiming financial
dependency, but emotional
dependency.

No matter what the basis for
your claim you must get letters
supporting your hardship claim
from friends, neighbors, ministers,
doctors, psychiatrists, social
workers, or anyone who can write
about your dependent's needs. The
letters should explain how the
person is dependent upon you and
what could happen to the de
pendent if you were drafted. Be
sure to read the letters before they
are sent to the board to make sure
they add to your claim.

Soap Operas
After the board receives the

completed form and the letters they
should give you a personal appear
ance. If they do not, send a copy of

Continued on Pa~e Threer--- _.-
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Explains
deferment if you perform necessary
services for a dependent which no
one else could perform. For
example, if you nurse an invalid
parent and perform personal services
that no other person could perform,
your induction would clearly be an
extreme harship on that parent.
Finally, you may claim a hardship if
a dependent might have a severe
emotional problem, or possible
psychological breakdown if you
were drafted. The emotional de
pendency claim may be used with
any other hardship claim. Thus,
even though your claim is primarily
financial, a psychiatrist may say
that your dependent might suffer a
breakdown, rendering them in
capable of working and in even
greater financial need.

Discretion of Board
There are no rules to tell the

draft board whether they must give
you a hardship deferment - it is
completely up to the discretion of
the board. Therefore, to get a
hardship deferment you must play
on the sympathies of your draft
board. You must carefully present
your hardship situation to them,
bringing out all of the heart-rending
possibilities.

You should first write a letter to
the board, briefly describing the
hardship situation which would arise
if you were to be drafted. In the
letter you should also ask for the
"Dependency Questionnaire," S.S.
form I 18. Keep a copy of the

House bar, not authorized by the
bartenders, is subject to the awful
wrath and the painful punishment
of same. We will not tolerate the
theft of liquor. There will be no
appeal. Justice will be swift. If the
missing booze is returned or re
placed no questions will be asked. If
we find out whodunit and he has
not returned the desired objects
after notification of the fact: He
had better give his soul to God
because we're going to own his ass.

Bruce Johnson
Assistant Bartender

Heavy weight Wrestling Champion
Vice-President, Lloyd House

Kirk A. Mathews
Head Bartender

President Gunslingers Union
Local.45

Gentlemen:
This letter is not one which I

enjoy issuing. I find that it will
serve no purpose other than publi
cising a breakdown in the honor
system. Never-the-less I must speak
out a warning to the campus.

Saturday night, February 20,
there was a party-party held at
Lloyd House. We, the bartenders,
were in charge of procurement and
distribution of Booze. When we
took inventory we found that three
(3) bottles of whiskey were missing:
Johnie Walker Red, Jack Daniels
Black, and Seagram's Crown Royal.
This discovery upset us greatly. As a
matter of fact it upset us so greatly
that we are forced to make the
following request: That the bottles
or the price ($24.47) be returned.
And the following threat: Any
person found behind the Lloyd

by Mark Peterson
The 3A hardship deferment may

be one of the few remaining
deferments if President Nixon
abolishes student deferments. This
article will discuss who is eligible
for hardship deferrn'ents and how to
try to obtain the deferment.

You are eligible for a hardship
deferment if your induction would
create an extreme financial or
emotional hardship for a dependent.
The dependent who suffers the
hardship must be your parent,
grandparent, brother, sister, wife,
child or handicapped person with
whom you live. Also, the hardship
must be extreme. Since an in
duction always causes some hard
ship, the hardship on your depen
dent must be unusual.

Financial or Emotional
The hardship which would arise

if you were drafted can be financial
or emotional. If you give money to
a dependent who could not get
along without that money, you have
a claim for financial hardship. The
dependent can be getting welfare,
help from other relatives or other
forms of financial support so you
do not have to be the only source
of support for the dependent. The
test is whether or not your support
is necessary; if you were drafted
your army pay would not be
enough support and no one else
could make up the lost financial
support.

You may also claim a 3A

Got Jamily-Jwoblems?

Peterson

'~~DI~LA\@
Cl? L ALERT HDQTRS

-Philip M. Neches
Ira D. Moskatel

Paul A. Levin

We are told that we are the brightest undergraduates in the
country. To prove it, we are subjected to four years of the most
rigorous technical education availahle anywhere. Yet a third of
those of us who matriculate do not graduate.

Some ycars ago, concern over this phenomenon sparked
several reforms in the manner in which the academic program
runs. Pass-fail grades became standard for the freshman year,
and several requirements (such as Engineering Graphics) were
lifted.

The momentum for reform has slowed since then. The
Biology and Chemistry departments have lifted formal
requirements within their respective divisions. However, the
Independent Studies Program remains in limbo for lack of a
faculty member to head the committee governing it.

A pernsal of some of the statements by candidates for ASCIT
offices indicates that momentum for academic change may be
increasing. The current Physics 2 program seems to have drawn
considerable criticism, for example. Several other topics recur in
many of the statements.

Perhaps something will be done this time around.
With that in mind, we would like to present a few thoughts

related to academic reforms.
First, we take exception to the present grading system.

Pass-fail grades have certainly eased the pressures of the
freshman year, but the specter of letter grades remains for
upperclassmen. We think it ridiculous to select the brightest
students, and then have them compete against one another (or
sometimes worse still, against themselves) for grades in the grand
tradition of high school. An interest in science attracts most
Techers here. Too many lose that interest to the competition for
grades.

We would favor an A-P-No Credit scheme for all four years.
This would combine the major advantages of Pass-Fail,
Credit-No Credit, and letter grades. The pressure of competition
for grades would be removed and the stigma of failure removed,
but recognition could be given to students who do exceptionally
well in a course.

A more liberal policy on credit for research should be
instituted. Perhaps this could involve filling lab requirements
with research done either independently or for a professor, but
most certainly it would mean more open-ended lab courses and
some equitable arrangement for receiving units for work.

After all, the goal of a Caltech education is to equip the
student to make his way in the scientific and technical world.
Actual research experience can be a most important part of that
education, and the opportunities availabre to undergraduates
here for research are probably unparalled. We should do more to
encourage undergraduates to take advantage of these oppor
tunities.

Restricting freshmen to only four humanities courses should
go the way of required Graphics. We see no reason for preventing
a freshman who desires to take some course such as Shakespeare
from doing so.

Although the rule of reason supposedly governs an institution
of science and technology, some exceptions to' this rule still
persist. Requiring that a student starting a foreign language
invest at least 30 units worth of time before having a chance to
receive credit towards graduation requirements seems unrea
sonable to us. So do classes which require perfect attendance, a
stricture even P.E. does not impose.

Perhaps some of these ideas, which by no means limit the
possibilities, may be instituted. But no progress can be made
without an expression of concern from those most affected: all
of us.

Editorial

Curriculum Changes Needed
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The Experienced Adult Theatre

A completely new show every Tues.
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Student Activities Chairman who
helps provide tons of assistance with
student social events.

Oh! Remember those Christmas
dinner invitations and those myster
ious boxes of cookies, fruits and
other goodies that appeared over
the holidays? You guessed it. All
from the CSL. Now they're en
couraging members and friends of
the Tech community to send tickets
they are unable to use for any
public event to Mrs. :Ned Hale in
the Dean's office (116 Throop). She
sees to - it that they get to
appreciative students. Also they
have other things going - like the
poetry readings, theatrical groups,
and art, music and dance classes.

And before 1 forget, the CSL has
also done a wonderful job of
providing pianos for the Houses,
dark room, musical and game room
equipment for Winnett, and also
financial assistance for the Band,
Glee Club and the YMCA.

With all this, what morE' could
they do?

Well, I'm glad you asked because
starting Tuesday, March 2nd, the
CSL will start a series of color films
on Colonial Williamsburg.

And all this is done from gifts
and donations from outsiders and
from minimal dues collected from
the members.

Now that you all know why life
is not impossible at Tech, remember
that THE CALTECH SERVICE
LEAGUE HELPS YOU!

things that count. Things like
providing light-diet foods, pajamas,
robes and reading material at the
Health Center; things like a free
bimonthly checkup by an
outstanding Pasadena pediatrician
for married students' children up to
the age of two, along with free
immunizations, behavior and feeding
problem discussions. Things like a
free baby furniture pool, and other
things like a Student Welfare
Chairman to give assistance with
individual emergencies, whether per
sonal or financial; as well as a

search should also be conducted
into engine modification to reduce
the level of pollutants given off.
The only such work really going on
now is with the DuPont Thermal
Reactor, which by longer burning
and retention times, and more
exhaust feedback, cuts emissions by
a large factor.

Emphasis should be put, Dr.
Fainman feels, on finding out why
particular cars produce less pol
lution than others, rather than just
finding ways to produce average
drops in pollution (by use of F-31 0
or whatever). Much work is needed,
and the time to do it is now, before
it becomes too late to do anything
but issue gas masks to every man,
woman and child on the face of the
earth.

Service League Helps You!

THE CALIFORNIA TECH

Alive and well in Pasadena

Leaded Gas

Top Artists! Major Labels!

Continued from Page One
what happens inside an automobile
engine, and Dr. Fainman feels that
energies should be directed toward
research into just what is the best
way to reduce pollution from
automo biles.

Dr. Fainman suggests that, as an
immediate step, Detroit start manu
facturing cards with lower octane
requirements, and that the level of
lead in gasoline be brought down,
until an optimum level has been
determined (which may be zero).
This will result in increased life of
the engine and of catalytic emission
control devices, as well as preparing
the economy for whatever changes
may be necessary in fuels to reduce
pollution when the necessary re
search has been completed. Re-

by Ralph McGee
It's here, and it's active. "What,

you say while munching on a food
service hilmburger. (umm, umm
good). Why the {:altech Service
League of course," you incompetent
physics troll! To answer your next
rhetorical question; the CSL is a
23-year old institution made up of
mothers of students, faculty wives
and friends of the Tech community
who do a lot to keep all of us
feeling at home here in the
Institute.

With the CSL, it's the little

SIVE UP TO $3.00
Many, Many More! Classics Included!

Come Early for Best Selection.

STARTSMONDAY,March 1
Through March 12, 1971

CALTECH BOOKSTORE
Get Your Favorites at Big Discounts!

Continued from Page Two
all the information to -the state
headquarters of Selective Service
and ask that they request the board
to grant you an appearance. You
should bring to the personal appear
ance your dependent or some other
person, such as a minister, who can
explain the situation. The board
may not listen to the witness, but if
they will, he should be helpful. You
should be able to elaborate on your
hardship claim and answer any
questions the board may put to
you. Watching daytime soap operas
should put you in the proper frame
of mind while preparing for the
appearance.

If the draft board turns down
your claim for hardship deferment,
you may be able to get an appeal to
the state appeal board. You should
use that appeal and add any more
material to your file that you think
may be helpful. Also, before both
your personal appearance and the
appeal you should ask to see the
government appeal agent. He may
be helpful in suggesting what
additional material you can present
to make your case more convincing.
Be careful when you speak to him,
however, since he also represents
and reports to the draft board.

If you have any questions you
would like discussed in this paper
by a draft lawyer, write to: Mark A.
Peterson 1627 West Washington
Blvd. Venice, California 90291

Draft
Thursday, February 25,1971

Pflsfldenfl's most unique, dflring,
find control'ersifl/ fllet/fre

For Sexy Info Call
"The Voice": 796-8118

Caltem students-$1.50 off
regular admission with this ad

Starting March 2:

"Interrupted Stud-y"

VENUS THEATRE
2226 E. Colorado Blvd.

Pasadena
Open 11:00 a.m. - 2:30 a.m. Daily

Sundays Noon - Midnight

"GETTING IT UP"

Where everyone can view
the most avante-garde movies ever.

Seeing is Believing!

Air Pollution

Course Offered

As part of its program of
development Environmental Engi
neering Science is offering a new
course entitled "Fundamentals of
Air Pollution Engineering" (Env.
117). This is the first course offered
at Caltech that centers on the
problems of air pollution.

The course will discuss the
source of air pollution, control
techniques, atmospheric dispersion
of pollutants, and instrumental and
human responses to pollution. Spe
cial emphasis will be placed on how
human and instrumental "feedback"
affects polluters and their control
techniques.

The course might look at real air
pollution problems similar to a
student study that showed that the
Pasadena Power Plant would pro
duce under average conditions two
to four times the amount of sulfur
dioxide allowed by State standards
when it burned the high sulfur
content oil that it had bought.

Env. 117 will be open to seniors
and graduate students with suitable
backgrounds including such courses
as ME 19 or ChE 103. It will also
be offered under the Chemical
Engineering option as ChE 117.
Professors Sheldon Friedlander and
John Seinfeld will be the major
lecturers with contributions by
Professor William Corcoran and Dr.
George Hidv.
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Lets get rid of
Smokey the-gear

And 90% of the fires were
started by the same people who have
been hearing "Only you can
prevent forest fires" for 26 years.

We've got to get rid
of all those deaf yahoos before
we think about putting~
Smokey out to '~.:.;(
peaceful pastures. °OuoO--

He'd love to go back and be
a normal old bear again.

And if anyone deserves
retirement, Smokey does.

Since he's been wagging
fingers, the number of forest fires
in America has been cut in half.

But millions of acres of
trees still burned down last year.

By
o

Dan
K

I
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S

o
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DClean Car

Continued from Page One
internal combustion engines (ICE)
and fueled by natural gas or
propane. The gas fueled ICE's
finished the race but did not pass
the emissions tests. Most of the
other cars didn't finish.

Dr. Lees discussed the possibility
and feasibility of converting old cars
to natural gas and propane fuels.
The EQL is currently involved in an
attempt to get all of the fleet
vehicles in the L.A. basin converted
before 1975. The effect of such a
program, if successful, would be
about the same as five years of
having the 1975 new car standards
in effect. Since both propane and
natural gas are cheaper per mile
driven than gasoline, the cost of
conversion ($400 per vehicle) could
be recovered fairly soon. Already
several large fleets, including those
of the city of Arcadia, and
Disneyland, have been or are being
converted.

Would You Believe?

HI LIFE
1758 E. Colorado

449-9705

1800' of recording tape
for just one dollar? *

SPECIAL DAYTIME OFFER for Caltech students, faculty, alumni
and employees over the age of 21.

Good from 12 noon to 3 p.m.

A sandwich and beer for $1.00 (Your choice of eight sandwiches)
Upon presentation of Caltech ID. That's Right!

PLUS TOP EVENING ENTERTAINMENT!

SUNDAY -Love Dance with Jicky and Bobby
MONDAY -All amateur talent show
TUESDA Y -Toni Felice
WEDNESDAY-New show-Adrienne's Space Odyssey Show
THURSDAY -Adrienne in the Vibrating Bed Show
FRIDAY -Lunch-New male & female nude dance

-New act-Sadie: the Complete Sex Symbol, a 402 lb.
bottomless dancer

SATURDAY -Toni Felice in her Lilly St. Cyr Bathtub Act

San Marino Hi Fi & Stereo
Under new ownership

Finest Equipment - Reasonable Prices

Cover charae reduceci tc SOe from 7 p.m. to 12 midnight with
Caltech stuaent, faculty, alumni, or employee identification card.

2986 Huntington Drive

(3 doors west of San Gabriel)

* as long as

supply lasts
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When I left Caltech a year and a
half ago on a leave of absence, I
didn't think I would ever return to
finish school here, let alone run for
ASCIT president-yet here I am
doing both. I'm sure some people
consider me nuts for returning,
(there are times when I would
agree), but after being away for
awhile I began to see how this
school is not only a pretty good
place for getting an education, but
that it has a lot of potential for
being even better. This is my reason
for running in the race for ASCIT
president - Caltech has a lot more
potential than is being utilized, and
I want to try to develop some of it.

My oV(lrall' philosophy: to do as
much as possible in altering a few
areas of academic pursuit-both
opening new avenues and changing
old ones- and to provide as much
of an increased and varied social life
as I can.

Specifically, my first priority will
be to see the establishment of an
independent study program to en
able students to design most of
their undergraduate education, if
they wish. This is first because I
think it would represent the greatest
single contribution by offering
students a radically different choice
of education--an education, not
with requirements set by a commit
tee ten years ago, but with
requirements set by the students
themselves and their advisors. Fortu
nately, thanks to the Academic
Policies Committee and Bob Fisher,
this program is already near comple
tion. If elected, I will do everything
I can to have this program
functioning by first term next
school year.

Next on the academic list is the
creation of an internship program
whereby students could obtain a job
in government or industry through
Caltech while on leave of absence
and also receive research units for
this work. This would hopefully
give a student an opportunity to
determine where his interests really
lie with respect to future employ
ment.

Finally, I would like to see some
major change in Physics 2: either

Continued on Page Six
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As a candidate for ASCIT
President, I have the obligation to
answer two questions. First, "Am I
qualified to become ASCIT Pres
ident?" And second, "What are my
aspirations for the betterment of
ASCIT?"

To be effective, the ASCIT
President must be proficient in
three areas; he must govern and
motivate the BOD, he must be
sensitive to student opinion, and he
must represent ASCIT. The quali
fications for the three duties differ.

I believe that my service on the
present BOD and the ASCIT
Activities, Executive, and Elections
committees gives me the experience
necessary to move the BOD into
action. At the same time, this
experience gives me the knowledge
to preside over the Board and to
have ASCIT activities working
together.

The President must respond to
student opinion and initiate action
to improve student life. During the
past year, I have worked with
Institute and Faculty offices to
present programs such as the
Hindustani Jazz Group, Richard
Brautigan, Synesthesia, guitarist
Peter Evans, and the East Bay
Sharks. My involvement in campus
activities and my weekly reporting
about ASCIT in the Tech indicates
my willingness to fulfill that
responsibili ty.

As the representative of ASCIT,
the President must deal competent
ly with the non-student campus
and the outside world. As a
member of last year's Freshmen
Orientation Committee and the
present Faculty Committee on
Programs, and by my speaking to
various high schools about Caltech,
I have already represented ASCIT.
As President, I can and will
continue to represent ASCIT re
sponsibly.

Now for the second question;
what do I plan for the betterment
of ASCIT? Here, there are two
points to consider: the fact that
ASCIT as a student organization is
inconspicuous, and the fact that
ASCIT possesses a tremendous
potential to benefit the Caltech

Continued on Page Six

"Best
Actress"··

Andrew Chow
Due to the complacency of the

students and the lack of interest
and important issues, ASCIT and
student government 'at Caltech will
soon cease to exist. This is the
opinion held by some people; but
why should it be this way? Why is
it that the students themselves do
not value highly their own organi
zation, the Associated Students of
CIT? Without the requirement for
every undergrad to join ASCIT,
more will find higher marginal
utility by spending their ASCIT
dues some other way unless ASCIT
starts to relate to the students in a
more direct manner.

We must first examine th~

present status of ASCIT. In com
parison with student governments at
other universities, the influence that
students at Caltech have on the
faculty and administration is tre
mendous. ASCIT has utilized this
opportunity fully. It is now in
volved with the Institute in a good
deal of decision making such as the
independent study program and the
planning of the future of the
student houses five years from now.
It is marvelous that we can have
such an impact; but if such is the
sole function of ASCIT, we may as
well replace it by a giant educa
tional policy committee or another
housing committee. We need to
have ASCIT working for the
immediate benefit of the students.
If ASCIT is now doing more for the
students than just showing the
Friday night movies, the average
Techer does not know about these
other functions--perhaps due to
the lack of communication or the
inability of the leaders to reach out
to the students.

It is most important for ASCIT
to improve the social activities.
ASCIT must reach out to the'
students and relate student ideas
and grievances to the faculty-
instead of just those of ASCIT
officers. Techers are not really
apathetic; they can do anything if
they want to do it. The problem of
ASCIT's functions and relation with
the students is like an inflation
spiral that has not been started. We
need the leadership to get ASCIT

Continued on Page Six
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Many of us came to Caltech with
a natural disdain for student
government. I think this is because
in high school we found that voting
typically degenerated into a popu
larity contest, and that the elected
student council was generally quite
impotent. However, one thing I
have learned in my time at Tech is
that ASCIT can be a very effective
force for improving Institute life.

Why is it, then, that seemingly so
few Techers are enthused for
ASCIT. Aside from easy excuses
like apathy and high academic
pressure, much of the blame lies
with the manner in which the Board
of Directors have conducted their
past affairs. Real dialogue with the
students has often been absent,
resulting in the feelings of the
majority going unrepresented. The
problem can be alleviated only
when ASCIT officers actively seek
student opinion. Making ASCIT
more responsive to student desires,
doing things that benefit and
involve large segments of under
graduates, maximizing the enjoy
ment of a Caltech education 
these are themes I will address
myself to if elected as President.

The area of greatest neglect in
the past few terms has been with
the almost non-existent ASCIT
social program. The Executive
Social Committee has been a passive
body that merely distributes money
back to individuals from which it is
collected. I think the Committee
should begin actively working with
house officers and the ASCIT social
chairman in the planning of those
types of events which a small group
or single house cannot normally
carry off. The possibility of a
permanent social fund should be
further explored. Several colleges
around the, nation receive founda
tion grants for promoting their
social environment, and perhaps a
similar source could be tapped for
Caltech. With such funding, tradi
tional activities like party-parties,
along with several big concerts a
year, could be sponsored. A part
time social secretary might even be
hired to help with the paperwork.
In the end, a good social program
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Citizens
Commercial Trust
& Savings Bank
of Pasadena
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We hereby present statements of
aI/ candidates for ASCIT offices
except that of IHC Chairman,
for which no statement was sub
mitted. We urge you to read and
consider these statements care
ful/y, since the sort of represen
tation you get depends on your
vote tomorrow. "Democracy is
that form of government which
insures that the people get 8xactly
what they deserve." You will get
what you pay for.

r ,
We cordially invite
California Tech
students and faculty
members to bank with us.

Comp!ete banking services
including:

Autorrobile Financing
Bank.By.Mail

Cerlificate of Deposit
Checking Acc;ounts

(Bo~kkeeping by electronic automation)
Colla',eral Loans
Drive·ln Banking

Escrows
Forllign Banking
Letters of Credit

Home Modernization Loans
Life Insurance Loans

Money Orders
Night Depository
Personal Loans

Real Estate Loans
Safe Deposit Box9s
Savings Ac&ounts
Travelers Checks

Trust Services
u. S. Bonds

Auto Banking Center at Coloradf..
and Catalina Office, 1010 East
Colorado and Citizens Commercial
Trust & Savings Bank ofPasadena, .
hours: 9 to 4:30 daily; 9 to 6Fridays
PASADENA
Head Office: Colorado and Marengo
Colorado and Catalint Office: 1010 E. Colorado
LA CANADA
La Cana:la Office: Foothill and Beulah

Students' feelings of estrange
ment from the governing branch of
their student corporation are ex
treme enough today, that a refer
ence to ASCIT is commonly
understood to mean only the BOD.
This is indeed unfortunate. It is,
however, symptomatic of a general
lack of faith in the responsiveness,
performance, and sincerity of those
in office. Sadly, this lack of
confidence (sometimes the result of
poor communication between
ASCIT officers and the students)
extends, for some, to the BOC, as
well as the BOD. It is because these
organizations must be effective if
ASCIT is to serve any purpose at
all, and that their effectiveness will
be seriously imperiled unless coun
termeasures are taken by someone
who is involved with both, that I
am running for ASCIT Vice Presi
dent.

The Vice President's primary
responsibility, as stated in the.
By-Laws, is "to insure the contin
uance of the Honor System as a
vital force among the students."
The reason that the Honor System
does indeed remain a "vital force" s
probably that its basic principles are
so well understood. At times,
however, questions of limitations or
of BOC procedures arise which
make it necessary for the Board to
come out with policy statements
which the Bor feels reflect the

_ Continued on Pal!e Ei~t
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Russ McDuff
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Los Angeles, CA 90049
(2131 826-5669

-Alex Y. Seita

Watkins

will serve you well.
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droppmg the requirement for non·
physics majors, making it· available
on a pass-fail basis, or splitting the
course into completely separate
courses for physics and non-physics
majors. There have been hints at
some radical change in this course
by the Physics Department for next
year, but if none are forthcoming, I
wohld like to see what could be
done.

On the social side, there are two
areas which merit consideration 
both have to do with the house
system. One is greater use of the
houses to increase active social life
and the second is making some
change of the physical structure.

The house level is the ideal place
for organizing and' running social
events. Events are much easier to
organize and to run when one is
planning for 70 instead of 700. The
problem is that houses never have
enough money from house dues to
stage a continuously active program
unless the students supplement the
dues with money of their own. I
propose that ASCIT should be able
to provide more funds for house
activities through the existing Ex
ecutive Social Committee. These
additional funds would come par
tially from ASCIT dues and par
tially from contributions which
could be solicited from outside
organizations, but there would be
no increase in ASCIT dues.

The second area of social change
would be an attempt to provide
some variety in the type of living
accomodations. Although it may
call for extensive modifications, the
idea of suite living for a limited
number would merit investigation.
This would entail the conversion of
several rooms in some of the houses
into apartment-type units. This
would not be without consideration
for the present conditions of
overcrowding.

There are no ideas here which
would create national publicity, for
my concern is in making life at
Tech more bearable and not in
promoting the name of the school. I
have no delusions that only I can
do the job as it should be done.
The other candidates have the
capabilities to try what I will try, if
elected, just as every student has.
Part of the difference between two
candidates is their goals. If I am
elected, I know I will be pushing
for the goals I have already

Continued on Page Seven

Interviewing graduates with
MS and PhD Degrees

Civil, Electrical, Mechanical Eng.,
and Applied Mechanics

on

Recruiting Representative
from

Port Hueneme, California
(where you ski in the morning
and surf in the afternoon)

Interview appointments and info at your Placement Office.
All positions are in the Federal Career Civil Service.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Tuesday, 2 March 1971

U. S. NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB

more judicious in acting. Should
ASCIT fund PME, the Jam Room,
the Glee Club,. the Executive Social
Committee? Should ASCIT censure
Julius Hoffman? Student opinion,
if clear and direct, should deter
mine the BOD's action.

I believe in the power of
students (ASCIT) and student
government (BOD) to accomplish
more than mundane trivia.

I can see great benefits in
promoting recreational exchanges
with other schools in which
students' room and board contracts
are switched for four or five days.
This gives students at Caltech an
opportunity to visit a different
school and environment, such as
Mills College in the Bay area or
Prescott College in Arizona. I have
been working on this proposal with
several schools, and eventually the
obstacles of bureaucracy and con
servatism at other schools are going
to crumble.

ASCIT should cooperate with
the Institute in tile areas of
esthetics and academics. For exam
ple, John Bennett's Art & Techno
logy show to commemorate the
opening of Baxter exhibits cooper
ation among the Institute, ASCIT,
and the Graduate Student Council.
If this demonstration of tech
nological beauty is successful, then,
similar events should be sponsored
regularly.

In the area of academics, there
are innovations to be made. I favor
an extension of pass-fail to pass-no
credit in which a failing grade is
unrecorded on a student's trans
cript. I would also like to see a
student survey of all courses, not
just a short review of good courses.

What about future housing for
students as the size of the student
body increases? The facts about
that issue can be gotten from the
Institute. To get the answers to
students' questions, I will meet
daily with a member of the
administration, or faculty, or build
ings and grounds.

ASCIT should cooperate with
other student bodies by aiding a
Public Interest Center in which a
group of lawyers are supported to
combat one or two social menaces.
An idea such as this would be
constrained in the sense that the
funding available would be small,
the number of lawyers recruited
low, and the social evils combated
limited; but· I believe this proposal
is worthwhile to pursue.

You need an energetic, capable
President who has the imagination
and drive to better ASCIT. You
know about my qualifications and
my aspirations. If you elect me, I

TOM BROWN

For information call
(213) 794-6292

Classes in All Styles:
Beginning, Folk, Jazz,' Blues

GUITAR
INSTRUCTlnN

ABC-Dunhill Recording Artist!

serving on the Board of Directors
for a year, and sitting on numerous
faculty committees (presently in
c! u ding Undergraduate Student
Housing and the Faculty Board), I
feel I have gained the experience
and knowledge an kSCIT President
should have to properly represent
the students. However, no govern
ment can amount to much without
the support, respect, and willingness
to help from its constituents. This is
what I ask if you vote for me. In
return, I guarantee an aggressive
stance in the forwarding of student
concerns.

Continued from Page Five
community and to involve itself in
civil issues.

ASCIT has usually been incon
spicuous because students aren't
aware of the work that ASCIT is
doing and because the BOD keeps
itself isolated from the campus.
There are simple measures to
remedy this situation. The BOD
should dine in each house once
every two weeks, not seated
together but scattered among the
house members. The student rep
resentatives to the Faculty Com
mittees should report to the
students in The California Tech so
that the committees' achievements
are recognized. As President, I will
report weekly to the student body
about the BOD's thoughts and
actions; this will bring criticisms
which will enhance the BOD's
sensitiv:ty to student opinion.

By these simple measures,
ASCIT can become more con
spicuous and the BOD can be made

Continued from Page Five
moving and working for the stu
dents. ASCIT must go to the
students, and we must BRING
ASCIT BACK TO TECH.

Joe Rhodes once said that we
have to watch out for Nixon for he
cannot be trusted. It is now
necessary for us to watch out for
the next ASCIT president and
officers. We must see to it that they
fulfull their obligations to the
students of Caltech. If we do not
care, ASCIT may vanish forever.
ASCIT is our student govern
ment--it is ours to have and ours
to keep. While we are still fortunate
enough to have ASCIT, we should
make the best use of this organiza
tion. Together we can BRING
ASCIT BACK TO TECH and make
it work for the betterment of the
Caltech undergrads.

Seita

-Andrew Chow

Chow

Marc Aaronson

L-_. ,

Aaronson

Treasurer:
Tom Matoi

Why do I want to hold the
position of Board of Control
secretary? It is not an easy office to
hold. There are the aspects of
keeping minutes and records but
more important and more difficult
is the position of sitting in
judgement of very real people using
a rather abstract principle: no
member of the Caltech community
shall take unfair advantage of
another member of the community.
However, my experience as a house
rep. has served as an opportunity
for me to gain an increased
understanding of both people
around me and myself. It has been
a chance to be in close contact with
the machinery of the Honor System
which is a part of Tech which I
regard highly.

This is a time of change for the
Honor System. There are problems
which need to be and I hope will be
discussed by the entire community.
I encourage you to help the Board
be responsive to the feelings of the
community by making your
thoughts known.

Continued from Page Five
really requires imagination and a
willingness to work, qualities which
I feel I can bring to the ASCIT
Board.

In the area of academics I have
always favored an education that
aims at the individual, not the
group. I am very concerned with
the reasons for which a third of the
freshman class leave the Institute
before graduating. In this regard, I
would like to see the opportunity
of spending four years on a
credit-non credit basis made avail
able. I question whether or not
every student should take the same
two year classes in physics and
math. For instance non-physics
maj ors could be allowed to take a
one year Halliday-Resnick type
course in place of the Feynman
series. I would also like to work
with the administration in setting
up an internship program. This

-Russ McDuff would be a plan where students
------------ could take a year off and work in

government, industry, or at another
university.

I am particularly interested in
increasing undergraduate research

of the Caltech Com- opportunities. Students should be
able to substitute independent work
in place of required labs. A seminar
series could be developed wherein
professors come and report on their
most recent and exciting work.
Perhaps a - "student journal" could
be printed which would give young
researchers a chance to publish their
work. A faculty-student committee
could be established to seek out and
distribute information on research
and job openings.

Currently, there are many pro
. Tom Matoi posals which have yet to be fully

--------'----- enacted. The success of Independent
Student Life: Studies, the Humanities Tutorial

Program, an~ Huttenback's informal
Norris Krueger college exchange plan will depend

upon strong and creative support
from ASCIT. What ever happened
to the studies abroad idea?

Ways of improving life in the
student houses, without having to
sacrifice the advantages we now
have, should be discussed. Experi
mentation with a suite system in
the old houses could prove fruitful.
Students should be. encouraged to
individualize their rooms. Compen
sations for improvements such as
corking or wood paneling should be
easily available. Perhaps guest rooms
could be established where people
like the poets who were here several
years ago could be constantly
visiting. Caltech really lacks a
campus wide informal get-together
area where students, faculty, and
administrators could just come, mill
around, and talk to each other.
Faculty and married couples might

-Norris F. Krueger, Jr. be encouraged to move into some
of the houses. It's time ASCIT tried
to do something about peeves like
parking, poor food, and grass on the
olive walk.

The above ideas may not all be
feasible, but they at least merit the
constructive discussion of a respon-
sible student government. In being a
past Director of Student Life,

ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA'

Members
munity:

Let it hereby be known that I
am a serious candidate for ASCIT
Treasurer. I have an understanding
of the duties and responsibilities of
the office and sincerely desire to fill
the position. Politically, I am a
conservative, but I intend to remain
open to outside suggestions. As
Treasurer, I shall do my best to
maintain a line of contact between
the student body and the BOD.

Thank you.

Greetings to all of you (who are
already, no doubt, tired of long
winded political statements)!

If I am elected, I assume the
unenviable task of making life more
reasonable for all of you. Before I
can possibly even hope to succeed
at this, I'm gonna have to know
what you want!!! I mean, tho can't
promise you the Jefferson Airplane,
if you want rock concerts or dances
- that's what you'll get! (if we have
the money!!) Or, maybe you'd
prefer that ASCIT give the social
budget back to the houses for their
use - that might be arranged, also!
Remember, ASCIT has an unfortun
ate tendency to become isolated
from student life, so it's up to you
and you alone to let us know what
you want!!! If I can help it, you'll
get it!!!!!

Kiss of Death Department
Peter Beckman endorses the can

didacy of Norris Krueger for the
office of Director of Student Life.

IEUROPE
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Director of Academic
Affairs

ASCIT Secretary

Doug Duncan
Coordinating the students on

various faculty committees is, of
course, the primary duty of the
Director for Academic Affairs. The
results of important faculty com'
mittee meetings should be made
widely and quickly available to
students, which hasn't always been
the case. I would require the
students on various faculty com
mittees to repor.t to me on what
happens at their mee4ings, abstract
their reports myself, and have
important items included under
announcements at the following
BOD meeting and in the minutes.

The Director of Academic Af
fairs can and should do more than
this, however. In the very near
future, the houses will be receiving
copies of "Teaching at Caltech: A
Student Evaluation of Some of the
Faculty." This survey, which Leo
Guibas sent out last year, and
which I helped edit, should prove
to be very interesting and helpful
when plotting your future here at
Tech. If this is indeed the case, I
would expand it and make it more
useful next year, by seeking a
wider range of commentary.

Many Techers are discouraged
from beginning study of a foreign
language here at Tech by the fact
that first year language courses
offer no humanities credit. Those
that do must suffer through 30
units which are essentially without
credit. I don't see how this
situation benefits either students or
the Humanities Department. I have
been investigating the possibility of
two years of humanities credit
being given for two years of study,
and I hope to hear positive results
soon.

The added flexibility which is
slowly being incorporated into the
educational procedure here at Tech
is a good thing. One idea, which
may be both desirable and practi
cal, is the possibility of credit/no
credit grading. This would not be a
drastic change: grades would be
retained, only the grade of "F"

would be abolished. If satisfactory
work was not done, no grade
would be recorded and no credit
given. You would have the option
(as you do now), of repeating the
course - or flicking it in. The
difference would be that you
would not be penalized on your
record for having tried a course
that you couldn't handle, or for
having to take two tries at learning
something. I would certainly like
to see this discussed in the future.

These are the types of projects I
consider worthwhile work for the
Director of Academic Affairs (and
to some extent, the BOD as a
whole). In addition to working on
the above problems myself, I think
my . experience can help the new
BOD work more efficiently as a
whole, right from the beginning of
its term. If these are the kinds of
things you'd like to see done,
return me to the BOD as Director
for Academic Affairs.

-Doug Duncan

Sharon Long
ASCIT by-laws state that the

duties of the Director of Academic
Affairs are to work with the
students appointed to the faculty
committees. The position therefore
offers a good chance to organize
student opinion about education
and present it to the faculty.

I am making the assumption that
most of the faculty do not hear as
much or as often as they should
from the students. One reason for
this is that speaking to faculty often
seems useless. My hope is that, if a
few formal channels of communi
cation are made more available,
more publicized and easier to use,
then the opinions of more students
and faculty can be interchanged,
especially those who aren't taking
the initiative now. Some specifics:

(I) "Ombudsman" committees.
The chemistry department has
established a group of several
professors and student representa
tives from each undergrad chemistry
course, which meets to voice and
hear complaints, suggestions, ques
tions, etc. Varying degrees of
improvement as a result of this are
reported from the different courses,
but on the whole it seems to help. I
would like to see such committees
for other departments as well.

(2) Students on faculty commit
tees. The Director of Academic
Affairs is in a good position to
assist the students on the faculty
commjttees. One good way to do
this is to help the different
representatives keep in touch with
one another - for instance get
information from the Standards and
Honors Committee and pass it on to
the Academic Policies and Admis
sions committees. This would in
crease the capabilities of each
individual student as a member of a
committee.

Finding' out about student
opinion in general needs a lot of
organization sure, everyone
knows how his friends feel about
Physics 2, but as long as this
opinion stays unrecorded it can be
ignored by people who wish to
ignore it. I propose a more formal
group of student representatives
which would help find out student
opinion, perhaps poll it and through
the office of the Director of
Academic Affairs, present it to
appropriate faculty or administra
tion members. This group would
ideally be based on the house
system.

To conclude, my feelings are that
education here could be improved
by the students, but only if we have
enough organization and momentum
to overcome the inertia of the
faculty and the apathy of the
students. I have many ideas on
organization and I am very open to
suggestion on what goals to pursue
in trying to improve our lot. I
would appreciate your vote.

Sharon Long
Candidate for Director of Academic
Affairs

Jeff Hum
The most important function of

ASCIT Secretary is not the per
formance of the clerical duties
identified with thy job, but rather
the creative participation in molding
student life through the BOD. A
high caliber BOD is possible this
year and my motivation for seeking
the office of Secretary is to
contribute, with this group, to the
invigoration of Caltech student life.

I would push for a large boost in
the ASCIT social program. ASCIT
should work wholeheartedly to set
up more frequent exchanges. If
elected I will propose that signifi
cantly more money and time be
spent in this direction. Ski trips,
beach exchanges and other social
events should be experimented with.

Academically, Caltech should
continue to broaden its scope. The
Independent Study program should
finally be implemented since it has
already been approved and awaits
only faculty interest. Why don't we
try some practical courses of general
interest like cooking, auto repair
and carpentry? Momentum should
be added to the existing trend
toward wide range humanities and
arts. The ASCIT research center
should be revitalized, as it has been
responsible for a great deal of
community involvement with Cal
tech.

Enthusiasm for athletic teams
should be encouraged - (what
happened to the Football Bonfire?)

for with support comes a
desirable campus unity.

If elected I would of course
perform the clerical duties of the
Secretary, but more importantly I
would be an active part of what
should be an innovative BOD.

-Jeff Hurn

John Tristano
One primary item necessary to the

proper functioning of any organ
ization is communication. This is
the job of the ASCIT secretary. As
ASCIT secretary I will attend all
BOD meetings and have the ASCIT
minutes published within 24 hours
of the meeting whenever possible. I
shall handle all the ASCIT cor
respondence as quickly and ef
ficiently as possible. I will keep the
student body and faculty informed
of the latest developments related
to ASCIT by a weekly article in
the California Tech. These are
functions necessary to properly run
this office.
I feel that the" office of secretary

can better serve the student body's
needs by working with the other
officers from both ASCIT and the
houses. For example, I can work
with the Social Chairman to
establish a strong, community
related social life on campus. To
accomplish this I would exercise
my responsibility of handling
ASCIT correspondence in a more
aggressive manner, thus working as
a public relations manager. I would
help convince girls that they should
come to Caltech social events, and
keep them informed of these
events.

As ASCIT secretary will
sample student opInIOn on ques
tions of campus, local and national
issues, prepare a letter expressing
this opinion, and send it to the
appropriate people. This will give
the student body an effective way
of expressing its opinions to the
outside world.

In conclusion I will seek new
ideas, new answers to changing
problems at Tech, while constantly
improving on old ideas. My door
will always be open to anyone with
such ideas, or wanting to help with
an idea. VOTE TRISTANO ...
FOR A CHANGE

-John Tristano

Watkins

Continued from Page Six
presented; whereas it is probable
that many of my aims will be
ignored if another is elected. I have
no fantasies that I can accomplish
all of my goals. Parts of my ideas
may be unacceptable to the powers
-that-be, and other ideas will
probably take more than one year
to see completion.

Naturally, I will be open to
suggestions for modifications and
new ideas if elected; but indepen
dent study, internship, change in
Physics 2, increased funds for house
activities, and physical changes in
the houses are my issues of high
priority.

-Steve Watkins

Tech Editors

Ride Again

Two years ago, the California
Tech changed from letterpress to
photo-offset and started doing its
own typesetting. Needless to say,
the better part of that first year
went to getting used to the
increased demands of the new style
of printing. The results of many
Thursdays bore the markings of that
struggle.

Today, you are reading the
fiftieth issue published since that
minor revolution. In the course of
those fifty issues we have solved
most of the problems in physically
producing a paper every week and
have been able to concentrate on
improving the contents. We have
been able to expand our coverage of
campus news and the entertainment
opportunities available in the L.A.
area. We have initiated an interview
series with members of the Board of
Trustees and a regular feature for
discussion of any issue (the Caltech
Forum).

Still, we seek to do more for our
readers. We would like to report on
the doings of faculty committees,
the houses, and many of the
seminars, to name a few subjects we
feel would be of interest. We hope
to write more on local, state,
national and international issues. We
would like to resume the somewhat
abortive attempt of last year to do
a regular professor interview series.

We would like to be more and
do more, and we would but for the
limitations of time and manpower.
You can help by contributing
articles, which we would be more
than happy to print. Letters to the
editor and contributions to the
Caltech Forum provide alternate
methods of having whatever is on
your mind appear in our columns.
And of course, if you want to join
the staff, we'll welcome you with
open arms. (We offer the use of a
pleasantly air-conditioned office
with telephone and graft and
corruption privileges (free books,
records, movie previews, etc.) plus
three units of credit for taking
English 15 (Journalism) to staff
members). .

We need your support. This
means more than just your vote
tomorrow; it means your continuing
support as concerned and active
readers. We need your thoughts,
your criticisms, your articles.

The paper is not the private
domain of the editors or the staff;
it is a service to all members of the
Caltech community. Only you can
guarantee its continued effective
ness. Help us communicate the
various goings-on here, to articulate
a diversity of opinions on a
spectrum of issues, and to serve the
Caltech community better.

-Philip M. Neches
Peter W. Beckman

Paul A. Levin

Join the TECH staff
and see your name in print.

VICTOR M. LOZOYA, Realtor
George G. Cowin, Realtor Donovan Presley, Associate
Mrs. Lynn Stultz, Associate Ruby Roche, Associate

are pleased to announce that on or about

February 22, 1971
the office of

150 S.

TREND REALTY
will move in the lobby of the new

Pasadena Hilton Hotel Complex
Los Robles Ave., Suite 7 Pasadena, Calif. 91101

Our telephone will remain (213) 449-8892

Open House - Feb. 26, 1971

TONY JOE WHITE
AND

LITTLE SEAT
COMING NEXT

LIVINGSTON TAYLOR

Be a proofreader and see

it spelled correctly.

EUROPE 1971
Caltech Charter Flight

July 4 - Sept. 4
LA/London/LA
Boeing 707 Jet

$295 including fees and taxes
Fligh£ Chairman: Dr. O. Mandel
For information call: 476-4543
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ASCIT Director at Large
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Peter Davis
Unlike the other ASCIT offices,

the office of Director at Large has
no major assigned duties. This does
not mean that little is expected
from him. To the contrary, the
Director at Large is expected to be
available to receive and to seek out
the ideas and desires of the student
body. It is then his task to present
these to the· Board of Directors for
discussion and implementation. I
believe that my experience as
ASCIT EXCOMM Chairman and
Amateur Radio Club president
qualifies me for these duties. At
these two jobs I have learned to
work with both the BOD and the
Institute, to achieve desired results.

-Peter Davis

Dahman
Continued from Page Five

spirit of the Honor System as
understood by the majority of
students. It is from these statements
that a loss of credibility sometimes
arises, and the possibility of the
weakening of the Honor System. In
the past, the BOC has been sensitive
to this and, I pledge, will be even
more so in the future. Some of the
issues now under consideration
include non-academic violations of
the H.S., the Board's part in
handling campus disruptions, the
application of the H.S. to non
ASCIT member undergraduates, and
the liaison of the BOC with the
BOD. I have much faith in the
present BOC and find it most
encouraging that this board is as
interested in the problems and
future of those who come before it
as it is interested in preserving the
Honor System. The healthiest action
now for improving the Honor
System, would be to increase the
informal contacts of the Board with
the students to promote better
mutual understanding.

The Vice President also has a
responsibility as a member of the
Board of Directors. In this capacity
he can, with the aid of the student
body, have almost as much effect
on the quality of life here at Tech
as he does in his other position. But
it should be emphasized that, unless
the BOD has the cooperation and
backing of the students, most
projects attempted will probably
fail. Happily, most students do
recognize that for Tech to remain a
living institution serving the needs
of a growing, evolving student body,
it must be a responsive, changing
institution willing to experiment
with new ideas. It is in the
interpretation of what the needs are
and implementation of the ideas
that disagreements, and again, lack
of faith arise.

Certainly the need for more
diverse and frequent cultural and
social opportunities cannot be ,dis
puted. Steps have been taken to
develop a fund specifically for this
that would be under ASCIT con
trol-(the money coming from the
Institute and sources under the
control of the Trustees). I will
certainly see that this program does
not get bogged down. Along this
line, I intend to set up more
programs like the TRW exchange of
last year to give Tech students an
opportunity to better understand
the problems and thinking of
modern corporations. Beyond ne-or
two-day visits, the proposed "intern
ship" in industry and government
whereby a student may take a leave
of absence for up to a year in order
to work in some position in a
corporation o~perhaps in Washing
ton.

Dave Peisner
There is one thing about Tech

that will never ce'ase to amaze me.
Never have I seen students who ask
so much and yet do so little.
Presently, they are mad at ASCIT
because it isn't doing enough for
them. They don't feel they are
getting twenty-two dollars worth of
services throughout the year. And
what are they doing about it? The
answer is nothing. In the election
to be held tomorrow, there remain
some offices which have yet to
receive a nomination. In the
election a few weeks 'ago only half
of the student body voted. In one
of the houses I had to compete
with a paper napkin fight while I
was speaking. In short the problem
is apathy and who cares?

I care! In my speeches to the
various houses I believe I proved
that I am willing and can do the
work that the students demand. I
don't think it matters that I am on
the Glee Club hula squad or any
other activity. What matters is that
I'm active and as long as I remain
active I shall handle any problems
that are presented to me.

What does this mean to you? It
means that I can do the odd jobs
that don't fall under the other
directors' jurisdiction. If you, the
students, feel you are being
overcharged, then the answer is
not, "something should be done."
The answer is, "I shall take care of
your problem." If I am elected
Director at Large, I shall fulfill the
obligations of my office.

-Dave Peisner

I would like to develop a means
by which students could be made
aware of on-campus research oppor
tunities. Perhaps a monthly publi
cation of brief reports of research
being done by those professors who
need or are using student help,
would be usetul here.

If Tech plans to expand its
humanities department significantly,
and attract more psychology, eng
lish, and economics majors, then it
must also realize the need for
simultaneous expansion of the lib
rary facilities here and revision of
the requirements for graduation
(e.g., a different physics course to
take the place of Ph.l and Ph 2 for
non-physics majors).

In a different area, the student
houses are much to integral to the
life of most Caltech students to
neglect their possibilities. The bar
riers to switching houses should be
reduced. Some houses perhaps
should experiment with combining
undergrads and grads, and even
faculty, in order to promote an
exchange of viewpoints. Other
houses could be altered for suite
style living. In general, much more
serious consideration should be
given by the BOD to requests from
houses for money for improve
ments.

The coming year holds much
promise for the improvement of
campus life and opportunities for all
Caltech students. But real progress
can only be made if mutual faith
exists between the students of
ASCIT and those in office. I will do
my best to help earn and restore
that faith.

-Kirby Dahman

John Kessides
My knowledge concerning the

organization and purposes of
ASCIT is limited due to the fact
that I have been on this campus
for only a few months.

This implies inability for great
promises and even some uncertain
ty whether I will fully succeed in
the position for which I am a
candidate.

In spite of the fact that I fully
recognize the above problem I have
decided to run. The reasons for
this decision are: (a) The fact that
I am willing to work hard and, (b)
that I have in mind specific plans
for the completion of which I
consider myself capable.

I would like to present three
proposals, though I most certainly
will not limit my services to the
student body in my work toward
their completion.

Politics is a great adventure, and
non-violent political participation is
both exciting, and instructive. My
first proposal is then the appoint
ment of a special committee whose
work will be the attraction on our
campus of significant political
figures from this nation and when
possible from abroad. Exchange
programs with American Univers
ities certainly are a great thing, but
I believe that an exchange program
with European Universities will
open up opportunities for even
more varied set of experiences.
This is my second proposal; I
believe it will provide a very
attractive opportunity for inter
action with European ideas, life
and customs. Finally, our life on
campus is said to be a monotonous
one. In our effort to better things,
it might be a good idea to try
more informal as well as original
social events. Thus my third
proposal is the organization of a
variety of social events such as folk
dancing, poetry reading, political
speeches, etc. in the coffee house
or somewhere else.

I can give you my certain
promise, that I will work hard in
order to offer my best services to
the student body.

-John Kessides

Jim Price
The office of Director at Large is

not an office with many strictly
defined duties. It is rather a
position from which the director
can shape the tasks that will be
accomplished. It is the director's
responsibility to ensure that the
work he does will be beneficial to
ASCIT and to Tech as a whole. The
accomplishments of a director can
range from little more than simple
attendance at BOD meetings to the
catalyzation of student action and
the realization of many goals for
the betterment of ASCIT.

At the present time in CalTech
history there is a great need for
action by BOD directors. The
ASCIT Research Project had its
start in recent years and now
demands attention toward its con
tinuation and improvement. More
important, the need is being felt for
new projects in many fields, either
of particular interest for CalTech or
of concern in today's world.

Specific subjects to be handled
within the next year include a
review of grading procedures and
the opening of new housing opport
unities. A recent questionnaire
surveyed student opinion on effect
iveness of the freshman pass-fail
grading system. One alternate
system was an A-P-F system, a
pass-fail system with the awarding
of an A grade for outstanding work.
This type of system would provide
a motivation lacking in the present
system. On the other side, it is the
opinion of some that pressures from
electives are too great. A credit-no
credit system could be started
where a failure will result in no
official record of the course, thus
easing the elective's pressure.

An experiment in widening hous
ing opportunities was started this
year. The experiment, ,Halfway
House, was designed to provide
Institute off-campus housing com
posed of freshmen, upperclassmen,
graduate students, and faculty. Its
intents were to be an alternative to
on-campus housing and apartment
living and to explore ways to
improve on-campus housing with
suites and more faculty in the
student houses. From all reports it
is working well and accomplishing a
great deal. First term this year I was
a part of a similar housing project,
living with seven other under
graduates in an Institute-owned
house, thus getting the best of both
on and off-campus life. The exper
ience gained in this situation gives
me confidence that more housing of
this type would be welcomed by a
number of students.

Clearly projects like these dis
cussed take work, and can be best
performed by the person most
willing and able to take effective
action while director. A large
amount of the work to be done by
a Director at Large is in recognizing
problems needing action, seeking
out solutions, and being open to
take required action on behalf of
the students. The ability to fill this
challenging capacity is not easily
gained through experiences outside
holding a similar office. I feel that
holding the high school office of
Senior Class Commissioner, an
office with duties like those of,
Director at Large, has prepared me
to best perform the actions required
of an effective Director at Large.

-James Price
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RECORDS

House, for those of you who may
have forgotten, is a few blocks
northwest of the campus, at 24 N.
Mentor, and has the lowest admis
sion and most reasonable prices of
any nearby club.

THE LONG BEACH ARENA has
Quicksilver and Linda Ronstadt this
Saturday. She's worth the money~

even if they aren't.
THE MARK TAPER FORUM at

the Music Center has the Elle
Johnson Dance Company on Mon
day, March I. They do Afro-Cuban
and modern dance, which is more
than most of us can do on a
Monday.

THE PASADENA CIVIC AUDI
TORIUM has Fred Waring on March
2, but at least they do better on the
6th. Then they have the First
Edition, John Stewart, and Carla
Thomas, all reasonably good acts.

THE SANTA MONICA CIVIC
AUDITORIUM has Mountain on
March 6, followed by Richie Havens
on March 14. Iron Butterfly was
cancelled.

Doug Weston's TROUBADOUR
has whoever their ad says they have.
Look for it, because I'm not doing
ALL your work for you.

USC's BOVARD AUDITORIUM
Firesign Theatre having Saturday 27
is Feb. twice. Do not pass side 5,
do not collect pliers.

THE VALLEY MUSIC THEA
TRE has Lifetime (with Jack Bruce)
and Pacific Gas and Electric in
concert on March 12.

Last and possibly least, the
WHISKEY A GO GO has Red Eye
and American Eagle this week,
followed by Wishbone Ash and Ned
next week. That's all.

to the excitement, Beckman was
shaken just a few moments later
during the third movement by a 4.3
tremor, which was quite visible to
everyone in the audience-except
Perlman who kept right on playing.

Technical Ability
After the Ives came three

Paganini caprices for solo Violin,
Numbers 5, 9, and 34. Here
Perlman demonstrated his brilliant
technical ability in the runs, double
stops, harmonics, and left hand
pizzicatos with which Paganini's
music abounds. Particularly impres
sive was Perlman's great clarity with
the very high E string trills and
sustained notes. The audience gob
bled it up~which says something
both for Perlman and the timeless
appeal of Paganini.

Two pieces by Pablo Sarasate,
"Romanza Andaluza" and,
"Zapateado," comprised the finale,
and Perlman, by then really flying,
did a brilliant job, especially on the
very rapid double stopped harmon
ics and complicated bowing patterns
which the two pieces contained.
Needless to say, the audience was
sufficiently enthusiastic to get an
encore, which turned out to be the
"Dance of the Goblins." Half way
through this Perlman's violin pop
ped a string, bringing on an
unexpected intermission while he
replaced it. Upon returning, he was
immediately greeted by cries of
"from the beginning" from the
audience, and the program ended
with one and a half performances of
the piece, done very well both
times.

Performance!
Perlman is at least as interesting

to watch as to hear. How anyone
can move as much as he and stay
off the floor will be an eternal
source of amazement to me, but he
does seem to manage somehow. The
most remarkable part of Perlman's
physical performance, however, is

Continued--on Page Twelve

Perlman Plays Through
Earthquake at Beckman

Page Nine

by K. Mills
Saturday night witnessed the com

ing of Itzhak Perlman to Beckman
Auditorium, and with him an
artistry and showmanship which is
unique in the world of classical
music today. The Israel-born
violinist, a graduate of the Julliard
School of Music, played works by
Brahms, Tartini, Paganini, Sarasate,
and Ives, in what would have to be
described as a highly unusual
concert.

First played was the "Devil's
Trill" Sonata by Giuseppe Tartini,
an interesting three movement piece
which Perlman played well if a little
roughly. This was to be expected, as
it invariably takes some time for the
performer to get into the swing of
the concert.

Opus Maximus
Following a brief departure for

applause came Johannes Brahms'
first sonata for violin and piano
(opus 120), on which Perlman did a
remarkable job. The sonata can best
be described as typical Brahms at its
best, in which the melodies are
constantly intertwined and moving
with the distinctive rhythms that
Brahms employed. Perlman seemed
well suited for the piece; his
technique was impressive, especially
in the double stop' passages, a,nd his
interpretation brought out of the
piece its maximum emotional and
musical potential.

F allowing the intermission,
Perlman returned to play Charles
Ives' second sonata, a very humor
ous piece scored for three instru
ments: violin, piano, and page
turner. The second movement,
according to Ives' plan, is stopped
by the page turner slamming his fist
upon the music, hence it is subtitled
"The Page Turner's Revenge." In
the interests of accuracy, and with
the full approval of the audience,
Perlman and group carried this out.
The music itself was impressive and
Perlman an exponent of the modern
school, played it well. As if to add

PAVILION at the Music Center is
having a program of sacred music
done in choral and jazz form on
February 28, (this Sunday) featur
ing Dave Brubeck, Lalo Schifrin,
and Roger Wagner. The following
Wednesday the Pavilion gets stuck
with Fred Waring and his Pennsyl
vanians.

East L. A. Community College
has a concert performance this
Saturday (the 27th) by the great
flamenco guitarist, Sabicas. If you
like flamenco, it should be worth
while.

THE FORUM, in Inglewood, has
an all-English show on March 10,
with Small Faces, Joe Cocker's
Grease Band (without Cocker) and
Savoy Brown. On March 23,
Santana, Jose Feliciano, and Tower
of Power light it up.

THE GOLDEN BEAR (see, I
told you there were clubs) in
Huntington Beach, features Rosebud
(with .Jerry Yester of the Spoonful)
this weekend, and Hoyt Axton the
weekend after.

The Hollywood Palladium is
having a dance concert of old time
real rock and roll on March 5,
featuring (are we ready for this?)
CHUCK BERRY, LITTLE
RICHARD and THE JOHNNY
OTIS SHOW. Seriously, this should
be an excellent show for those of
you who like or liked rock and roll,
or for those of you who just want
to find out what it was like. For
those of you with more modern
tastes, Shuggie Otis will be there on
guitar.

THE ICE HOUSE has Tim Rose
this week, followed by the Dillards
starting next Tuesday. The Ice

good sized, and one of the most
attentive and appreciative I have
seen.

20 Years Ago
It was interesting to learn that

the seed for the readings was
planted in Mr. Williams' mind more
than 20 years ago when he
discovered that Dickens himself
presented public readings of his
works. After devoting a year to
research and rehear~al, he appeared
on the stage of the Criterion
Theater in London as Charles
Dickens - his lecturn and exact
replica of Dickens' desk, the original
of which is displayed in the Dickens
House in London. So well received
was this first solo performance, that
Mr. Williams went on to a successful
run in New York. Since that time,
between other endeavors, he has
repeated his Dickens performance to
resounding accolades all over the
world. Those "other endeavors"
have, in recent years, included film
appearances (The L-Shaped
Room, Wreck of the Mary Deare),
as well as a large number of
television and stage appearances
both here and abroad. And, it was
Emlyn Williams we provided the t. v.
commentary on the Investiture of
the Prince of Wales.

100th Anniversary
Mr. Williams' appearance at Beck

man was part of his Centenary
Tour, commemorating the 100th
anniversary of Dickens' death. In
cluded in his newly-revised reper
toire were exerpts from Our Mutual
Friend, (a comical put-down of
society as only Dickens could have
worded it), A Tale of Two Gtiess,
"The Tale of a Little Person" from
Christmas Stories, Dombey and Son,
and so on through the evening, as
Mr. Williams expertly moved his
audience from laughter to suspense
to the edge of tears.

Though a slice more Dickens
would have been too much for one
evening, Mr. Williams concluded his
sampler in perfect timing with a
spirited and witty rendition of "The
Nurse's Story" from The Uncom
mercial Traveler, which delighted
everyone. It was a magic evening at
Beckman.

THE CALIFORNIA TECH

By the popular demand of une
important person, this column re
turns to bring you a listing of
upcoming events. The listings are
alphabetical by location, and I think
all of the events are evening. A few
clubs are included too, but only
ones with no minimum age.

The ANAHEIM CONVENTION
CENTER is sort of dark for the
next few weeks, but at the end of
finals week, they have two shows.
On March 20, a country-western
show, with Merle Haggard and
Bonnie Owens. On March 21, James
Taylor, Carole King, and Jo'Mama.

BECKMAN AUDITORIUM
spends a fortune on their posters
and pamphlets. Go read one and
make a PR man feel wanted.

The DOROTHY CHANDLER

DELIVERIN' by Poco
This is a live album recorded by

Poco during a series of concerts on
the east coast. In even includes
some old Buffalo Springfield music.
Either you like Poco or you don't. I
like it.

STONEY END by Barbra Streisand
This album is a long way beyond

"Funny Girl." Before this album, I
never really liked Barbra Streisand
as a singer. Now I'm impressed, due
to the fact that she has taken songs
by Joni Mitchell, Laura Nyro,
Gordon Lightfoot, Harry Nilsson
and others, and sung them beauti
fully. Most of you have probably
heard the title song, "Stoney End,"
on the radio. It turns out that that
song is definitely mediocre com
pared with the rest of the album.
This is rcally an album to buy.

question whether Gracie should
have changed groups. In addition,
the double album includes Dylan's
"Outlaw Blues" and a song written
by Grace Slick about Lenny Bruce.
Columbia ha'tl the good sense not to
censor the song.

If you like Grace Slick, and if
you don't already have either half
of the album, then I strongly
recommend the purchase of this
one. It's a little bit of live San
Francisco from before it started
getting messed up, and it's the sort
of thing that should have gone on
forever.

LOVE STORY by Andy Williams
This album is a valiant effort by

Andy Williams to do a lot of songs
that are popular with young people.
In some cases he does a good job.
In the case of Elton John's "Your
Song," he does a fair job. In the
case of James Taylor's "Fire and
Rain," he should be shot. The title
song and a few others are good, but
"Fire and Rain" spoils the whole
second side. '

Probably the one most widely
known of these was The Corn Is
Green, a poignant story of despair
and hope set in a dismal mining
town in Mr. Williams' native Wales.
Often a t.v. re-run, The Corn is
Green is 'as touching today as when
the film, starring a young Bette
Davis, was released. By the time his
play, Night Must Fall was being
filmed in Hollywood with Robert
Montgomery, Mr. Williams was
busily enriching the British cinema
with such outstanding films as The
Gtadel, Major Barbara, Hatter's
Castle, and many more.

While it is understandable that
many young people may not be
familiar with Emlyn Williams
through his earlier accomplishments,
in the light of such an ambitious
career, it was surprising to see that
Beckman was not filled to overflow
ing on February 12th, when Emlyn
Williams, as Charles Dickens, pre
sented readings from eight of
Dickens' well-loved stories. In any
case, the audience was certainly

audience

emlyn williams
by Pat Dunn

It may not seem newsworthy to
review a program that took place in
Beckman Auditorium two weeks
ago, but when an artist as distin
guished as Emlyn Williams is
brought to the Caltech campus,
some mention, late or not, should
be made.

As an actor and playwright of
long-standing eminence, Emlyn
Williams, at the age of 66, has
compiled a list of credits too long
to enumerate here. Although his
primary association has been with
the British stage and cinema, Mr.
Williams is hardly a stranger to the
American theater. As early as the
1940's several of his plays had
gained prominence here - a number
of them produced as films of such
importance that they can be
considered classics today.

Nick Smith

FANNY by Fanny
Fanny is the first all-girl rock

group whose music I really enjoyed.
In addition to being talented
musicians, they are good vocalists
and seemingly excellent songwriters.
They do mostly their own material,
but take time out to do the Eric
Clapton-George Harrison song,
'Badge." The only fault that I
found with the album was the total
lack of informa tive liner notes
about this new group. I think two
of the four girls are related, and
that those two do most of the
songwriting, but I have no idea who
plays what or sings. Anyway, Fanny
is a good group and a good album.

IN MEMORY OF THE RACEby
Robert William Scott

Robert Scott is someone you
have probably never heard of. He is
primarily a songwriter, and this
album is his first. His songs have
been around for a long time,
however, since they include "A
Taste of Honey" and "He Ain't
Heavy, He's My Brother." To be
honest, he writes better than he
sings, since his voice is only a shade
smoother than Rod McKuen's. If
you like albums which. give the
songwriter a chance to interpret his
own work, then you might like it.
If your primary interest is the music
itself, you might not.

GRACE SLICK AND THE GREAT
SOCIETY (double album)

Presumably, these are the same
two records released a year or two
ago as separate albums. This re
packaging is basically a Grace Slick
trip, with the liner notes totally
ignoring the Great Society. But
then, that's sort of all right, because
Grace Slick is still around and the
group isn't.

The album contains live versions
of "Somebod~ to Love," "White
Rabbit," and "Sally Go Round the
Roses" that almost make one
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WHO CARE:

'Organized Academic Activities'
Suspended; Talks, Groups Planned

by Phil Neches

of th:f:~;ti~~sultationwith Dr: R.F. Ba~her [provost andvice'president
" . ).. Dr. R.F. Chnsty has ISSUed the following statement.
Fnd~y, May 8, IS declared an official day of mourning at Calte h d Ii

orgarnzed academic activities are suspended." c an a

f h C~currentIY, Robert S. Fisher, PreSident of the Associated Students
o t e alifomia Institute. of Technology, announced tentative plans for

attend this week of learning, of
searching, and of Joving. The
Faculty Board has excused students

are celebrating
thpfP will be a

an eeo-system.
On Friday we

I.",":t
",~,"..
~~.~.-.. -"".~.1P'."

......"'..
, .1"..

exhibits, banners and balloons. Here
imagination and feelings, emotion

Student Center area, with exhibitors
spreading down the Olive Walk and

A second advantage of the
process is its economy. W'-"
past years the ~;'7~

wa..:. 1:· .

Freshmen will use elevent'"
twelfth grade· GPA's.
omores with
years (
S

Pasadena, California, Thursday, September 25, 1969

Goes Offset
System Hopeful

by Paul Wegener
t(lltech Environmental

Tech
New

Dr Murray Gell-Mann professor of physics at the California Institute

~t~~;~~;:~1~=~t~R~r~~FRIDAY--OECLARED 'OFFICIAL DAy'iIOF MOURNING'Theoretical Physics has made major contribu
matter is made of. He has sought to bring ordL

by the recent discoveries of some 100 IW" • Research, ProJ-ec·t· Not Dead
His Nobel award. ~f'~- -

~l~i:o~;.e, iS~a::oes Not ASCIT Still Has Debt
~:~:'/ ~\ol\e .. ' ASCrr Nominations Closed;

Seven Run Unopposed .

C.E.A.C. Announces Activities for Earth Week

The California Tech is now being
printed in a completely new way.
~witching from the old letterpress
printing using lead type and half-

\tone cut metal plates. for pi,.. •·

the paper will new' 1 ~r-:
high ,-- . ..

Parents' Day May Change

lRfIFORNIATech

by millikan troll
Parents and other relatives of

126 out of 220 of the freshmen
turned out for Parents' Day, to be
greeted by a likeness of a Spiro
Agnew watch atop Throop. D'
Wood informs us that nearl
attended the day's fe,"
sets some sort of
attendance ':

Witl-

."
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Swimmers Gf) tf) Red/tlnds,

Stlnttl Anti -Are D~fetlted

Wrestlers Tie PODlona

Caltech Runners

Come in Last

Pomona. At the outset it appeared
as if Pomona rnightdominate the
match. Then Smoody astounded
spectators with a series of unheard
of moves, bridging out of a
guillotine for a reversal and switch
ing successfully to the wrong side.
Finally, Smoody, with a good lead,
turned his man over and pinned
him. Technically this clinched the
Tournament. To put it on ice,
heavyweight Bruce Johnson pinned
his opponent, who had previously
nearly beaten him in the first
round. This gave the team 4
championships and 3 third-places.
The final score, Caltech-71 (5
points), Pomona-61 (4 points),
Claremont-58 (3 points), Red
lands-57 (2 points), and Whittier-
41 (1 point). .

The final Conference standings
were then: Caltech-8, Pomona-8
Redlands-7, Claremont-5, Whit
tier-2, with Caltech and Pomona as
co-champions. As the result of
astounding efforts on the part of all
members of the team, Caltech had
repeated.as SCIAC champions.

This Saturday Caltech will try
for a repeat performance at the
Division Tournament at Cal Luther
an. Winners will go to Nationals in
North Carolina.

Starts Off Season

With Win

Baseball Team

ship, too. Dual meet champion
Redlands was flagging. If Claremont
beat them, Caltech and Pomona
could be co-champions.

In the consolation finals Caltech
wrestlers turned in some tremen
dous efforts. At 126, Bob Murphree
cam from behind to win and take a
third place. At 142, Ken Bickford
wrestled a good rnatch against
ex-ISO pounder Sadayama of Clare
mont, but lost. At 158, Ken Walker
got off to a bad start when his
opponent obtained a 5-0 lead, but
he showed his tremendous condi
tioning by outlasting his opponent
and taking third. At 167, Russ
Cranshaw, who by this time had
quite a cheering section, won by
forfeit. This gave Caltech a narrow
two-point lead over Pomona, who
had sustaineG an unexpected loss.

In the final round the Caltech
wrestlers looked better than they
ever had. At 134, Randy Lewis,
wrestling with an injured shoulder,
handed his Pomona opponent a
decisive defeat to become Tourna
ment champion. At 150, Gary
Zieve, plagued this season by close
matches, outwrestled a good oppo
nent to claim a second champion
ship. Rick Smoody at 190 faced last
year's In-pound champion from

as SCIAC Champs
by Vincent Fratello

When Coach Gutman came into
wrestling practice Thursday, and
said that the wrestlers could still
take the SCIAC championship, they
all thought it was a pipe dream.
Admittedly it was technically pos
sible, but it would require such an
astounding series of coincidences
and achievements as to seem almost
unattainable.

The Conference championship is
divided on the basis of both dual
meets and the Conference tourna
ment. Caltech had had a good
season, but the team had lost a few
vital meets. Thus the dual meet
standings were: Redlands (4-0) 5
points, Pomona (3-1) 4 points,
Caltech (1-2-1) 3 points, Clare
mont (1-3) 2 points, and Whittier
(0-3-1) 1 point. The Conference
tournament was a whole new
contest and Caltech was determined
to win it.

Caltech did well in the prelimi
nary rounds. The team placed four
people in the finals, and four in the
consolation finals, out of eight
entries. Pomona, the leader at this
point, had just as many--several
wrestling against men from Caltech.
The Tournament score at this point
was Pomona-52, Caltech-50, Clare
mont-45, Redlands-44, Whittier
-36. Caltech had to win nearly all
of its matches to win the Tourna
ment. It was then that the team
realized it could take the champion-

Basketball Team

SPORTS!

in temperature extremes at Santa
Ana J.C., where both the water and
air temperatures hovered about 65
degrees, in intermittent rain. (Per
haps Ian and Nancy should question
the sanity of distance swimmers
Bob Coleman, Bob Kieckhefer, and
Bob Harmon, who combined swam
over 3600 yards in competition in
the bone-chilling water.)

Bob Coleman again won three
events, the 1000 and 500-yard
freestyles and the 200-yard indivi
dual medley. Greg Beall won the
combined diving event (scored as
two first places), which was merci
fully shortened because of the cold
water. Tim Hight and Jim Jakway
also received firsts, in the 200-yard
freestyle (Tim won by a finger's
length) and the 200-yard butterfly.

Seconds
Tim Hight and Lou Fielder

received seconds in the 100-yard
freestyle and the 200-yard back
stroke, respectively. Third places
went to Bob Kieckhefer, Max Kay
(two apiece), Steve Bitondo, and
Tom St. John. Although the final
score was Santa Ana 66, Caltech 47,
the meet was a close one, with Tech
down by only five points with two
events remaining.

Tomorrow' the swimming team
will journey to Palm Springs to take
on College of the Desert, where
they hope to get nice tans and
maybe win, also. Next Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday the SCIAC
All-Conference meet will be held at
Pomona College. Hopefully. Tech
can gain partial revenge for the
defeat at Redlands by outscoring
them at Pomona. .coach Lawlor
Reck predicts that if our "reserve"
divers and swimmer go to the league
me"t, Tech should be able to beat
them and finish third. He also hopes
that Bob Coleman and the medley
relay team will qualify for the
NAIA national meet to be held in
Pennsylvania during spring break..

by Bob Kieckhefer
Last Friday the swimming team

traveled to Redlands for their most
important meet of the year, only to
lose 7142. The day began omi
nously as manager Lome Schacter's
car broke a piston rod, stranding
three team members at a Pomona
gas station until coach Warren
Emery could rescue them and get
them to Redlands after the meet
had started.

The team's winning strategy
suffered its first setback when
Redlands won the 400-yard medley
relay. Then, in numerous other
races, the bathtub-temperature
water in the 33-yard indoor pool
somehow affected the Techers,
giving Redlands some upset victories
in close races. Redlands also entered
some swimmers who had not
officially swum this year, giving
them the surprise depth needed to
win the meet. .

Have a Good Day
Bob Coleman was the only Tech

swimmer to have a good day, as he
won the 1000-yard freestyle, the
133-yard individual medley, and the
200-yard backstroke. In the 133
yard LM. he set a pool record of
1:22.6, so his name will probably
remain on the pool record board for
a few years. Greg Beall was the only
other Techer to win an event, as he
won both one and three-meter
diving, with Alan Rice taking
second in these events.

Jim Jakeway and Tim Hight got
the only other Tech seconds, in the
200-yard butterfly and the SOD-yard
freestyle, respectively. Bob Miller
lost his bid for a second in the
66-yard freestyle by the length of
his fingernails, and Bob Hall fin
ished third in the 200-yard breast
stroke only 0.3 seconds behind
Redlands' second man.

Chilling Bath
The previous Wednesday the

swimmers encountered the opposite

Upset by Redlands

by John Tristano
The Caltech Varsity Basketball

season concluded last Saturday with
the Engineers falling in defeat to
the league champions, Whittier.
Although it ended with a defeat it
was the best season since 1963.
Redlands captured last place in the
league this year, ending Tech's
7-year domination of the position.
Next year's freshman class better
have some big people in it though,
as Tech's rebounders Hansen, Heinz,
Koenig, and Bruce Wright all
graduate this year.

Junior Varsity started the season
off with an impressive victory, but
losing Meadows and later Galetar
hurt them, as they could not win
another game all season. Some
games had very few players--one
game had only five.

by John Tristano
The undefeated Caltech baseball

team opened its season by roaring
to victory Tuesday over Dominguez
Hills by a score of 10 to 2. The
team played errorlessly as the
pitching staff held Dominguez score
less through 7 innings. The Beavers
struck early as Tom Howell, the
lead-off batter, tripled. He later
scored on Dave Turner's sacrifice
fly. In the third inning Jerry Feely
tripled and scored on Turner's
second sacrifice fly. In the fourth
inning, Tech broke it wide open,
scoring seven runs. The scoring for
the inning was concluded by Turner
who hit a three-run homer. Tom
Howell finished off the pitching
yielding two runs in the 8th inning.
Dave Turner was the game hero,
pitching 5 scoreless innings while
collecting 5 RBI's. The team visits
LIFE next Saturday for its first
double header of the season.

by Martin T. Smith
Occidental won the S.C.LA.C.

Relays Saturday in the usual
runaway. With a surprisingly strong
showing, Pomona finished second,
boosted by the home crowd.
Whittier, Redlands, Claremont
Harvey Mudd, and Caltech followed
in that order.

Caltech found its best places in
the four, by one mile relay and the
triple jump, where the quartet of
milers and trio of jumpers each
brought home second places. In the
sprint relays (4 X 110 yards and 4
X 220 yards) and the mile relay (4
X 440 yards), Caltech runners
managed fourth places. In field
events, the javelin throwers and long
jumpers took fourth places.

On Saturday, the track team
hosts its first home meet, facing
conference rival Claremont-Harvey
Mudd, in a meet the team really
wants to win.
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Keep them informed!
Let parents, friends, favorite girls, and pets in on all of the various

doings here.

Subscribe to The California Tech!

Interhouse Sing

Ruds Win Big

Samuel Sanders, an excellent pianist
who teaches accompanyment at the
Julliard School. Sanders was as
much fun to watch as Perlman,
maybe a little more, and the two
made an excellent team. Sanders
was particularly adept on the
Brahms and 1vesSonatas, which are
by no means works for violin solo,
and it would be accurate to say that
he contributed as much to the
performance as Perlman did.

All in all, a night to remember.

Munsil, Bill Derrik, and Kelly
Beatty.

The random events were pretty
random this year. The team of
Joanne and Kelly won in this
category, receiving among other
valuable items, a dinner for four at
Roma Gardens.

Following the other per
formances, the Caltech Glee Club
gave another of their famous
renditions of "Marry a Woman
Uglier Than You." They sang it
considerably better than they did a
few weeks before when they toured
all the houses.

The judges for the evening were
Pro fs. Jenijoy LaBelle, James
Morgan, and Dean Dave Wood.

Perlman

by Philip Massey
Last Friday's 1nterhouse Sing

(which may be known henceforth as
Beatty Night) was the latest in the
annual event, and possibly the
least-entered one; only Ruddock,
Blacker and Flemming entered
choruses.

The Ruddock chorus, directed by
Kelly Beatty, won the award for
best chorus for the second year in a
row. They began the evening singing
"To Thee, Oh Lord," "River is
Wide," and "Jamaica Farewell."

There were two "quartets"
entered: The Ruddock House Quar
tet, and the Ruddock House Sextet.
Oddly enough, Ruddock won in this
event, specifically, the Quartet. It
was composed of Dave Wellman, Wes

Continued from Page Nine
his facial expressions. It is almost as
if the notes will not quite get out
without sheer physical effort, and
this comes through in the facial
contortions he goes through.
Perlman is without doubt a show
man-almost a ham at times-and he
almost immediately sets up a
rapport and communication with
the audience that give his concerts
a light, pleasurable atmosphere.

Perlman was accompanied by

Congratulations to the III Sing Winners

"SERVING PASADENA SINCE 1922"

SERVICES.
TYPING, term papers, technical
reports, correspondence and resumes
typed in my home. IBM Executive
Typewriter. Patricia Clabaugh
792-1641.

REAL ESTATE
Sierra Madre Canyon. 2 bedrooms,
pullman bath, forced-air heat, fire
place, wall-to-wall carpets and
drapes. Will VA $21,000. Ydren
Realty. 355-3482.

Hills of Sierra Madre. 10 minutes
to Caltech. Split-level, redwood
mountain type. Fantastic view. 3
bedrooms, 2% baths, dining room,
built-ins, 2 fire places. (1 bed, bath
have single entrances.) Excellent for
guest or student rental. 1/3 acre.
$32,500 VA or assume existing
$20,000. 678 Alta Vista. - Step
down living room; 31 feet. Pano
ramic valley view. 2 bedrooms plus
unfinished studio and second fire
place. Pool. $27,900 FHA or VA.
144 Vista Circle. Lalone Realty,
638 West Sierra Madre Blvd.,
356-1169.

Buying or selling something?
You, too, can take out an ad in
the California Tech!!!! $1.50
'per inch plus 20i per extra line
for Classifieds. Bring ad copy
to the Tech office, or phone
Caltech extension 2154. O.K.?

Classified Ads

TRAVEL
EUROPE CHARTERS
50 departures, also from New York.
lndia-Africa-Israel. 60% off. Free
info: EASC, 323 No. Beverly Dr.,
Beverly Hills, CA 90210. Phone:
273-6293.

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

1965 Honda 160, asking $230, come
bargain. Ext. 2166, or 794-4972.

TRANSLATORS - ROUMANIAN
with scientific training required. All
languages and disciplines. Free-lance.
Send resume to Box 5456, Santa
Barbara, CA 93103.

CASSETTES: lifetime jam guaran··
tee, individual plastic containers....
C30~$0.48;e60-$0.54; C90-$0.78
C120-$0.98. REEL TO REEL:
reconditi::med Scotch or Ampex
LOWER NOISE 1800' reg. $7.35
now $1.94; Standard 1800' Polyester
reg. $6.20 now $1.50. OAK ENTER
PRISES, 10845 Vanowen, N. Holly.
877-5884, 984-1559.

I
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POSTERS
ART PRINTS

Extremely Wide Selection
The Print Store, Inc.

1515 E. Colorado (Opposite PCC)
Open Evenings Till 9

End of an Era; The Everly Brothers
Barnaby Z G 30260 .

As part of its "nostalgic" appeal
the record cover lists a group of
questions about the '50's, ending
with, "Aren't you glad the 50's are
over?" This should be changed to
"Don't you wish the Everly
Brothers would quit butchering the
50's music?"

2605 E. COLORADO BLVD.
PASADENA 796-2603

FRANK D. (LAY & SON

CAL-TECH STUDENTS AND EMPLOYEES!
For special consideration on your new C.hevrolet
Car or Truck ask for ERNIE HAYWARD, Fleet
Manager, or .JERRY SHEPHERD, general manager.

office-homes-apts.
SHARE A RENTAL

Compare & Share Associates
711 E. Walnut

796-4638

.J
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